THE PROFESSIONALS

SW I TZERL AND

SWITZERLAND

NAIL
CARE

NAIL SHIELD PHASE 1Nylon Fibre Base

Physically strengthens weak and fragile nails.
Nylon fibres form a trellis on the entire surface of
nails to strengthen it.
To be applied over the entire surface of nail. Allow to
dry completely. The surface is then irregular and
rough and needs to be covered with NAIL SHIELD
Phase 2 – Sealer.
Ref. 90908.51 2 x 10 ml

MAVALA SCIENTIFIQUE

Penetrating nail hardener which fights weak and splitting nails.
The tip of the nail is the most fragile part, which breaks easily, and is therefore
the part of the nail to be strengthened. MAVALA SCIENTIFIQUE hardens the
nail plate by bonding its three layers together.
Apply from centre to the free edge of nails. Avoid touching cuticles and skin.
Leave on for one minute to penetrate. Then continue with manicure.
Follow instructions carefully.

NAIL SHIELD PHASE 2 - Sealer

Ref. 90900.50 1x10 ml

Fills in the irregularities of nail surface formed
by Phase 1 and smoothes.
Can also be used as a base directly on slightly
ridged nails.

Apply one coat and allow to dry. If the surface remains
rough when first coat is dry, apply a second coat.
Continue with manicure.
Ref. 90909.51 2 x 10 ml

MAVADERMA

Nutritive massage oil for nails.
It is principally blood that nourishes nail
roots. MAVADERMA is a balanced
blending of wheat germ, olive and sweet
almond oils to massage onto the nail root
area for more beautiful and longer nails.
Brush on to root area and massage with
thumb in circular motion in direction of
heart to accelerate penetration and
efficiency of product. Remove all traces of
oil before continuing manicure.
Ref. 90901.50 2 x 10 ml

MAVA-STRONG

Fortifying and protective base coat
for nails.
Nails are subjected to repeated
dehydrating external factors, causing
loss of shine, soft nails and premature
flaking.
MAVA-STRONG is a colourless and
shiny nail polish that allows nails to
regain their normal and strong aspect,
thanks to its micro encapsulated
complex and to crystal resin tears.

RIDGE FILLER

Smoothes ridged nail surface.
Fills ridges and irregularities and gives a smooth
and satiny nail surface.

To be used as a manicure base
(followed by nail polish and top coat)
or alone.

To be applied as a base, dries quickly. For an even
longer lasting manicure, apply it after a base coat
(MAVALA 002 or BARRIER-BASE COAT).
Continue with manicure or apply a top coat.

Ref. 90990.50 2 x 10 ml

Ref. 90909.50 2 x 10 ml

SWITZERLAND

CUTICLE
CARE

LIGHTENING SCRUB
FOR NAILS

Weekly care that gives smoothness,
brightness and tidiness to nails and
cuticles. Soft and natural exfoliating
formula, with a softening action.
With lemon extract that helps illuminate
nails.

Cuticle is the name given to the skin framing the nail plate. It protects the
nail from external elements and infection. When the cuticles grow, they
can become dry and sometimes hard and split, particularly if they are not
looked after and when we cut them. It is necessary to take care of them
every day using an emollient treatment and remove dead skin once a
week, exactly as you would exfoliate your face.

CUTICLE REMOVER

Softens and helps remove overgrown,
unsightly cuticles to give a neat nail contour.
This thixotropic formula is brushed on
cuticles. In one minute, cuticles are softened.
Using a manicure stick wrapped with cotton
wool, gently "roll" them back. Do not use
metal instruments. Carefully rinse off before
continuing manicure. Follow instructions
carefully.
Ref. 90915.50 2 x 10 ml

After removing nail polish, shaping nails,
applying Cuticle Cream or Oil and
soaking fingers in the Manicure Bowl
(with water and a Manicure Pill), gently
massage a small quantity of product on
wet nails and cuticles. Rinse thoroughly
using MAVALA Nail Brush. Follow with
Cuticle Remover. Precaution: Do not use
on irritated or damaged skin.
Ref. 90919.50 30 ml

CUTICLE OIL

Daily care to fight dry and hard cuticles.
This rich oil will make cuticles supple
and soft. For the professional manicurist,
it will help improve performance of
MANICURE PILL and CUTICLE
REMOVER.
Apply on nail contour and massage in a
circular motion. Remove all traces of oil
before continuing with manicure.
Ref. 90914.51 2 x 10 ml

CUTICLE CREAM

Daily care to fight dry and hard cuticles.
This rich cream will make cuticles supple
and soft. For the professional manicurist,
it will help improve performance of
MANICURE PILL and CUTICLE
REMOVER.
Same use and properties as CUTICLE
OIL.
Ref. 90914.52 30 ml

SWITZERLAND

NAIL

MAKE-UP

MAVALA 002

Double action protective base coat.
MAVALA 002 protects nails from coloured
pigments contained in nail polish to avoid them
yellowing. It extends life of your manicure due
to its "sticky" formula.
Apply MAVALA 002 over the entire clean nail
surface. Must be followed with a nail polish or a
fixator, as this product, even dry, will remain
slightly sticky.
Ref. 90902.50 2 x 10 ml

BARRIER-BASE COAT

Manicure base for delicate, fragile, dry nails.
This caring base coat forms a protective screen
between the nail plate and nail polish. Its
aqueous formula provides to the nail plate
moisturizing and restructuring active
ingredients from the Proflex complex: calcium,
silk amino acids and an essential component of
keratin.
Apply a thin coat over the entire clean nail
surface. Allow to dry well and necessarily
continue with manicure or simply apply a top
coat.

MAVA-WHITE

Optical nail whitener.
This optical colour perfector contains a specific
optical azurant that reacts to UV light. When
used under nail polish, the shade does not
change because of the colour of the nail.
Thanks to its matt finish when used on its own,
it is also perfect for men whose nails have been
stained or yellowed, due to nicotine and who
are concerned about the appearance of their
nails.
To be applied as a base coat.
Ref. 90705.50 2 x 10 ml

Ref. 90904.50 2 x 10 ml

THINNER

Fluidifies thickened nail polish.
A few drops will restore thickened nail polish to
its correct consistency and make it easier to
apply in thin coats for a quick dry and perfect
hold. With handy drop dispenser.

THE BASICS

Alternative to specific bases and top coats, and to nail
polishes, here are the Basics of MAVALA.

When choosing shade with your client, check its
consistency: if it is too thick, add a few drops of
THINNER, roll bottle and leave to stand for
minimum 20 minutes.
Ref. 90916.50 15 ml

Ref. 90927.40 Super Base 2 x 10 ml
Ref. 90927.42 Top Coat Fixator 2 x 10 ml
Ref. 90927.43 Incolore 2 x 10 ml
Ref. 90927.44 Natural 2 x 10 ml

NAIL POLISH
THE SHADES

The formula of the nail polishes is mainly composed of a blending of
different resins, plasticizers, solvents and coloured pigments wisely chosen
to allow an easy application and a perfect adhesion. Nail may breathe, even
though it is covered with several coats. MAVALA nail polish does not
contain any toluene, phthalates, camphor, xylene, added rosin, nor
formaldehyde.
The MAVALA professional nail polish bottle has been developed to help
the manicure process: its long and angular shape facilitates easy and
practical hold in the palm of the hand, when applying nail polish.
This unique shape also allows the bottle to be rolled laterally between the
palms of the hands, in order to restore the appropriate consistency to nail
polish, thanks to two mixing balls, that break the thixotropy inherent in this
product. Finally the brush, shaped in half-moon, allows easy and perfect
application of the nail polish.
Ref. 90927... 1 x 10 ml

SWITZERLAND

FINAL

TOUCH
COLORFIX

Colourless and ultra shiny
fixator for nail polish.
With acryl.
Forms a brillant, hard yet
flexible film on nail polish to
protect it against cracking
and chipping.
Prolongs the hold of the
manicure.
To be applied on nails, in a
thin coat, without pressing
and by slightly going under
the free edge, if possible.

MAVADRY SPRAY

Nail polish dryer.
Time saver. Ideal finish for manicure, especially when already five coats have been applied
on nail plate.

Ref. 90907.50 2 x 10 ml

After the final coat of manicure (Fixator, for ex. COLORFIX), wait a minute, then spray
MAVADRY SPRAY directly on nail polish, holding the container approximately 30 cm from
the nails. Protect client's jewellery, as this may leave a fine veil (which can be easily washed
off). Follow instructions carefully.
Ref. 90916.60 150 ml

MAVADRY

Nail polish dryer.
Colourless fixator that
enhances shine of nail
polish.
Clients are busy women who
are in a hurry. MAVADRY is
the ideal solution for
accelerating drying time and
help avoid chipping nail
polish. It enhances colour and
gives a brilliant sheen.

OIL SEAL DRYER

Instant touch-dry manicure, while taking care
of cuticles.
Ideal for dry skin and cuticles, it is enriched in
cotton oil, smoothing and regenerating, and in
antioxidant vitamin E. It forms a light gliding and
non-sticky film that fixes colour and instantly
protects nail polish from fingerprints and
accelerates drying time.
After the application of a Fixator, wait for a few
moments. Apply quick brush strokes, slightly going
onto the nail contour. Hold the brush flat without
pressing. Leave it to act a few seconds.

To be applied on nails, in a
thin coat without pressing, to
avoid damaging the previous
application of nail polish.

Ref. 90917.50PROF 2 x 10 ml

Ref. 90918.50 2 x 10 ml
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NAIL POLISH REMOVERS
-FRIEN

CORRECTOR FOR
NAIL POLISH

Corrects manicure errors.
A handy pen with an acetone-free
solvent saturated felt-tip. Instantly
removes nail polish mistakes from
cuticles or fingertips, thanks to its
bevelled tip. Also handy for Nail
Art. Provided with 3 spare tips.
Ref. 90916.70 4.5 ml

MILD NAIL POLISH REMOVER

This acetone formula quickly removes nail polish. Recommended for all types of nails, except dry, fragile and delicate nails or artificial nails. Does not
dry out nails, nor skin, thanks to a correct addition of protective castor oil. Ref. 90911.50 230 ml

EXTRA-MILD NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Acetone-free. This nail polish remover contains an ideal combination of softer solvents and esters which makes it a gentle product. It gently treats nails
and acts by preserving nails and cuticles. Ref. 90912.50 230 ml

CRYSTAL NAIL POLISH REMOVER

Acetone-free, odour-free and non flammable. This product removes nail polish while taking care of nails, without drying out skin. Thanks to its
biodegradable ingredients, it is eco-friendly and helps protect environment. Ref. 90926.50 230 ml

Printed in Switzerland Ref. 40630A

SWITZERLAND

MANICURE

ACCESSORIES
HOOFSTICK

EMERY BOARDS

With a supple bevelled rubber
tip, to eliminate any dead skin
from the nail surface left after
using CUTICLE
REMOVER.

Double-sided, made of supple wood.
Specially adapted to the fragility of nails.
To shape nails, always use from side to centre. Avoid filing deep into the
sides of the nail tip as this could cause breakage. Finish filing with small
vertical strokes, from top to bottom and vice versa, with the tip of the
board (this smoothes the tip and avoids splitting). Use the lighter
coloured side. Use the rougher side for thick and hard nails (elderly, men
and toenails).

Dampen the rubber tip of the
HOOFSTICK. Gently mould the
nail contour and free any dead
skin still adhering to the nail plate,
using small circular motions.

Ref. 90906.51 20 pcs

MANICURE STICKS

Ref. 90906.55

Made of birch wood.
Essential to help care for cuticles by wrapping cotton wool
around them, or for removing nail polish smudges or for
cleaning under the free edge of nails.
Ref. 90906.52 20 pcs

MANICURE BOWL

Soaking fingers a few minutes in lukewarm water
(with a MANICURE PILL) will facilitate manicure. Its
ideal shape has been specially designed for ease of
use and can be opened for cleaning after each
manicure.
Ref. 90906.53

COTTON PADS
MANICURE PILL

Effervescent pill that turns tap water into a
smooth cleansing and lightening solution
for nails. Cuticles are softened and are
then easier to shape.
Ref. 90906.10 30 pcs

TECHNICAL ACCESSORIES

Double-sided make-up remover pads.
Made in Switzerland, 100% extra-soft
cotton, do not fuzz. One side is more
absorbent and firmer for using with nail
polish remover, the other side is softer
and finer for removing eye and facial
make-up.
Ref. 90906.60 Roll of 80 pads

MAVALA
MANICURE
TOWEL
Made of cotton.
50 cm x 30 cm.
Ref. 9090642

MANICURE BOY

MANICURE SET

To keep your place of work
clean and protected.
Pack of 25 pcs.
Ref. 90906.54

Made out of fibreboard, strong and
compact. With ergonomic swivel
table and storage compartment
to be locked.
depth 75 cm - height 75 cm width 43 cm.

MAVALA APRON

Ref. 90906.50

Ref. 421841

One size, with a large waist
measurement and an adjustable
neck (3 positions). Handy front
pocket. 100 % cotton. Machine
washable at 40 °C.

PURIFYING LOTION
FOR HANDS & FEET
Hygienic gel for manicure and
pedicure preparation.
Contains over 60 % of alcohol.
Ref. 90972.50 225 ml

SWITZERLAND

HAND
CARE

MASSAGE HAND CREAM
(tube version)

Besides its texture, particularly adapted to massage,
this cream moisturizes and protects hands. It makes
hands soft and smooth. Contains marine collagen.
Ref. 90920.50 120 ml

CLEANSING MASK
FOR HANDS

Peeling and moisturizing care
Helps stimulate renewal of skin cells,
remove dead skin and impurities,
provide an amazing softness and
restore an ideal moisture balance.
Brings immediate benefit to dull
and dry hands.
MAVALA Plastic Gloves improve the
efficiency of the active ingredients
and do not immobilize the client.

MASSAGE
HAND CREAM
(pump bottle version)

Same properties as tube version, but
slightly more fluid.

Ref. 90923.50 120 ml

Ref. 90920.51 225 ml

PROFESSIONAL
MANICURE TRAY

This tray contains all the
products and accessories
essential for a manicure,
as well as a selection of
standard and fashion nail
polishes.
Complete and compact
for optimum use of space
enabling you to keep your
work area neat and tidy.
Width 31 cm - depth 21.5 cm
Ref. 98190.50

PRODUCTS INCLUDED:
• Mavala Scientifique, 10 ml
• Ridge Filler, 10 ml
• Cuticle Cream, 30 ml
• Cuticle Remover, 10 ml
• Manicure Pills, 6 pcs
• Hand Cream, 30 ml

• Emery Boards, 6 pcs
• Mini Emery Boards, 1pc
• Manicure Sticks, 6 pcs
• Hoofstick, 1pc
• Mild Nail Polish Remover, 100 ml

• Mavala 002, 10 ml
• Nail Polish,
10 ml x 24 shades
• Colorfix, 10 ml
• Mavadry, 10 ml
• Thinner, 15 ml

SWITZERLAND

FOOT
CARE

SMOOTHING SCRUB CREAM

Eliminates callouses and smoothes.
Microparticles of natural seaweed contained in this cream allow gentle
elimination of callouses, leaving skin soft and supple.
Ref. 90777.50 120 ml

CONDITIONING MOISTURIZER

Softens, moisturizes and protects feet.
Excellent massage cream for feet. Its collagen and allantoin
formula softens rough skin and prevents chapping. Leaves skin
supple and soft. Daily care.
Ref. 90778.50 120 ml

TALCUM POWDER

Absorbs moisture.
This talcum powder for feet absorbs perspiration and
contains a "Deo-Active" agent that prevents the
development of unpleasant odours. Freshness and
well-being all day long. Slightly perfumed.
Sprinkle feet and inside shoes.
Ref. 90771.50 125 g

REFRESHING GEL

Cools and relaxes.
Restores vitality and energy to
tired feet. A light massage with this
gel soothes hot, swollen feet, for an
immediate benefit.
Ref. 90772.50 120 ml

CONCENTRATED
FOOT BATH

Deodorizing, tonifying, pedicure
preparation.
Its emollient action provides an
excellent preparation for pedicure.
Smoothes, softens callouses,
enabling easy removal. Rich in
essential oils, this product must
not be used by women who are
pregnant or breastfeeding.

DEODORIZING GEL

Long-lasting freshness, prevents
odour.
Pleasantly scented. Contains a
"Deo-Active" agent that prevents
the development of unpleasant
odours. Penetrates rapidly.
Efficient long-lasting action.
Ref. 90770.50 120 ml

Ref. 90775.50 120 ml

PEDI-PADS

Ease pedicure.
Made out of supple foam, they separate toes and allow
application of nail polish without touching the skin.
Only remove when nail polish is dry.
Ref. 90906.40 1 pair

REVITALIZING
EMULSION FOR LEGS
Refreshes and relieves heavy,
demanding legs.
This revitalizing emulsion refreshes
and relieves hot, heavy, tired legs.
Immediate feeling of freshness and
lightness.
Apply with a light massage from
ankle to knee. Also recommended
after a long period of standing or
after sport, for a better relaxation
of legs.
Ref. 90780.50 120 ml

